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Introduction
This paper is based on two complementary studies of needs and
provisions for social assistance in Jamaica,

1975. 1 In the belief

that systematic study of such topics can be of clear benefit both to
social science and to human societies, particularly those of the
Third World, I shall dwell mainly on concepts, aims, design and
me~hod, rather than on the detailed results of these Jamaican inventories.

I do so in the hope that this exposition may promote wider recognition of
the relevance and utility of such studies for social administration and
planning in developing societies, which commonly lack resources adequate
for their many, varied and urgent needs.

Besides the manifest practical

orientations and purposes that inform systematic studies of needs and
~

provisions for social assistance, it is clear that .uch studies can contribute
fruitfully to academic social science e>.t both the methodological and theoretical
levels.

Accordingly J such enquiries could pro--ric'! A thF" integrative fra..'P.e-

work and coherent focus for continuing scientZ:ific
study of

2

shoul~~e of

undergoing development and transformation.
equal value to governments and other agencies a

socie)~~

ely

oncerned with the

management of public affairs and to social scientists concerned to advilllCe
their knowledge and understanding of these societies.
Perhaps the best-known example of the general orientation and
approach that underlies this essay is the justly celebrated report on
Social Insurance and Allied Services in Great Britain b y

~~ ir

William

Beveridge 2 which set out many key commitments of the welfare state that
emerged in postwar Britain under the Labour Government led by Clement Attlee.
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However, my Jamaican surveys differ significantly from the Beveridge
Report in scope, design, methods and aims as well as in relative cost,
and perhaps also in their appropriateness and feasibility for Third World
countries with weak agrarian-based economies.

Ny enquiry is based on

the combination of an inventory of institutional structures and provisions
with the results of a sample survey of individual and family needs for
social assistance.

Such surveys are necessary in order to determine the

degree to which the available institutional provisions correspond to the
profile and volume of national needs for social assistance.
Data on the measures and distributions of needs for and supplies
of social assistance are surely prerequisite'for rational policy formation,
in this field.

Noreovsr, such information provides a sound and relevant

basis for the formulation of development plans, targets and strategies in
poor communities whose populations are normally afflicted with urgent
and unsatisfied needs of various kinds.

In this paper I am therefore

illustrating an approach to development planning in poor countries which
would rely on detailed estimates of ·msatisfied popular needs for social
assistance.

In designing and executing these enqu_iries, and in an::.ly::;ing,

checking and interpreting their results, social anthropologists and sociologists can contribute a great deal more to the processes and design of
development planning in Third World societies than they have hitherto
usually done.

So to illustrate this approach and its rationale, I shall

outline below the conceptual framework, design, aims, and method of these
Jamaican surveys, in the hope that others may be interested to apply and
develop further the general approach.
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A Survey of Needs for Social Assistance
Before discussing these studies, it is necessary to sketch briefly
their social context.

In 1974, with 4.4 thousand square miles, much of

which is unsuitable for cultivation, Jamaica contained approximately two
million people, of whom 600,000 lived in the capital city, Kingston, which
is also the island's major port.

~£lituated

in the Caribbean, Jamaica lies

ninety miles south of Cuba, 150 miles west of Haiti, and about 600 miles
south of Niami in the United States.

In 1974 the island's gross domestic

product at local market prices was estimated at J$2,244.6 million, yielding
a ,per caput national disposable income of J$1,005.8, which was then
equivalent to U.S.$1,106.1.

Though at then current values the Jamaican

G.D.P. grew by )1.)% from J$t?99l million in 1973 to the 1974 figure,
in real terms, gross domestic product only increased by one percent during
this time,J the difference being accounted for entirely by inflation, which
severely challenged the Government's capacity to control it that year.
In Harch 1972, following a general election, rUchael Manley,
as leader of the victorious People's National Party, took office as
Prime Mli1ister of

Ja~ic~

with

~ ma~d~te

to promote suclal change,

especially by reducing the gross social and economic inequalities that
characterised Jamaican society, and b:' using the government's influence
and resources to improve the social and economic conditions of the island's
black majority of rural and urban poor.

In November 1974 i·ir. Hanley

announced the commitment of his party and government to the promotion of
Demo'c ratic Socialism in Jamaica.

Successive budgets from 1972 to 1975

illustrated the government's orientations, priorities and strategies for
realising these aims within a progressively uncertain and deteriorati.11g
economic environment.

By the end of 1974 it had become clear that the

government should trJ to concentrate more intensely on programs designed
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to meet some rationally selected set of the countzy's basic needs, in
its efforts to improve the conditions of the poor and to stimulate the
economy.

Implicitly such an approach to national planning recognises in

advance the government's inability to respond promptly and adequately to
the innumerable pressing demands on its limited resources of money,
materials and manpower, even though in large part such demands may have
been generated by the government's express~d desire to assist people, and
especially to relieve the lot of the poor.

It was in that context that

I decided to try by means of a sample survey to estimate the annual volume
of individual and family needs for social assistance of all kinds that
seemed relevant and legitimate, given the cultural and social condition
of Jamaica in 1974.

It will be noted that in this survey, units of

need were identified as individuals and/or families;

and that the

countr;'s 'basic.,needs' - i.e. the ba5ic needs of the Jamaican population
were taken to include national aggregates of all basic needs of individuals
and families identified by the survey and extrapolated from its results.
To launch the survey I secured from the Government Department of
Statistics a ra.ndorn ::;ample of 1258 listed dwellings located in 24 census
districts, of which 12 districts

contain~ng

600 dwellings were distributed

in four rural parishes, while the remaining twelve, with

658 dwellings,

were located in the capital city and its immediate environs.

However,

as the sample fra@e was already obsolete when it was used to generate my
sample, only

948 or 75.4% of the 1258 listed households could

interview.

Accordingly another 67 urban and 78 rural households were sub-

be located for

stituted, bringing my total sample to 109) households, of which 5)6 were
in the city and 557 in the rural areas.

As my enquiry, being exploratorJ

and experimental, was intended merely to indicate the gross magnitudes of
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national need for social assistance of various kinds, rather than
their precise quantities, confronted with the alternative of either
accepting and adapting the sample drawn from an obsolete frame or having
none at all, the first alternative was accepted without hesitation.

How-

ever, given that l5.J% of the units in the final sample did not figure
in the original, we had ,to determine precisely in what ways and degrees
the final sample represented Jamaica's population in 1974.

To this end,

results of the rural and urban samples were tabulated ahd analysed separately,
and their socio-economic.distributions were then compared with other information
on the contemporary distribution of socio-economic categories between the
capital and the country.

Along with other indices, such as mean house-

hold size and income distribution in rural and urban areas, and employment

status, this showed that the final sample of

~{093

households

closely represen-ted the three lowest socio-economic strata of Jamaican
society, which together embraced 85% of the island's population, or
For that 85%, the sample probablY had a

c. 1,700,000 people in 1974-5.
+

margin of error no greater than - 5%, which

.

appl~ed

equally in the rural

and urb<ln oectors.

With the Prime Ninister's support and with an allocation of
J$10,000 from his MinistrJ, the survey questionnaire was designed,

~ested

and turned over to a commercial research firm which undertook to complete
the field r1ork and initial tabulation of the raw data.

'. lhereafter the

materials were processed at horne by my wife and myself.
For purposes of this survey, any condition that is culturally
recognised as a deprivation that merits social redress is treated as
an instance of need for social assistance, provided that such need attaches
to individuals or domestic families who cannot take action to remove it with
the resources available to them;

and pro vided that the need arises independently
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of any collective emergency or disaster, i.e., that it is a feature of the
normal condition of things.
This definition has several significant implications.

Firstly,

it identifies individuals and/or domestic families as the direct units
of need, thereby excluding classes, neighbourhoods, communities and other
collectivities, at least initially, though such units might easily be

.

identified as needy by exceptional concentrations of needy cases within them.
Secondly, this conception of social need refers to normal conditions of social life.

Emergencies, disasters and similar collective

experiences are excluded as aberrations from the scope of this survey.
Needs for social assistance require social definition and legitimacy.
This cannot be overstressed.

To illustrate:

men of Northern Nigeria could read or write.

in 1950 few Kadara tribesHowever, Kadara society did

not then recognise literacy as either desirable or necessary as a social
skill.

Even today at Kufana, the largest Kadara village, where most of

the children attend the local primarJ school, I sincerely doubt that many
Kadara of any age or either sex would regard literacy as in any way essential for active aciul t participation in Kadara society and culture.

On

the other hand, many would quickly acknowledge that literacy is desirable
for those who intend to leave the tribal territory for nearby towns, but
since few of those who remain behind approve of such emigration, most would
probably not regard illiteracy as a deprivation that merited collective
action to remove it.

Among the nearby Hausa, it is assumed that all

women will be wives and mothers.

Accordingly, Hausa culture provides

childless wives with substitute offspring by institutions of adoption and
fostering which attach these children to their surrogate mothers directly ,
without reference to these women's husbands.

In l1ongol society, men without
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horses and the skill to ride them clearly have need for both, today as in
the time of Genghis Khan.

Accordingly among Hongols, individuals lacking

these assets automatically qualify for social assistance, which their society
again provides through institutional channels.

Such lacks of horses and

horsemanship are not societally accepted grounds for claiming assistance
among the Ibo, Hausa, French or Eskimo;

but the latter allow those who

.

lack kayaks and harpoons to borrow and use such basic instruments, provided
they have none of their own.

In short, their culture and society together

identify certain specific conditions of individuals and groups as legitimate
needs for social assistance;

and -even in the absence o·f formal organisations

and the state, the culture commonly institutinnalises certain means and resources to meet some of these legitimate needs.

In consequence, needs for

social assistance will vary in their character, incidence and volume from
society to society, and also for a given society at different points in
time.

To illustrate the latter point, we need look no further than Great

Britain, where Lord Beveridge's proposals for an expanded and rationalised
social security system, including various modes of social insurance and a
comprehen::;i·:e National Health Service financed from tax revenues, represent
a virtual reversal of the views and policy, orientations that prevailed in
VictoriaP Britain a hundred years earlier.

4

Beveridge himself, in his famous Report,· put forward certain
recommendations, including that for a comprehensive health service, without
benefit of legitimating precedents or public policy commitments by the
government, and indeed without previous endorsements of such proposals by·
public opinion.
was quite correct;

Nonetheless, in making these recommendations his instinct
and the innovations he articulated had massive popular

support throughout the then disprivileged majority of the British population.
Public response to Beveridge's report, with its. far-reaching recommendations,
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convincingly demonstrated this;

and it was reaffirmed in the first postwar

election which returned a Labour Government committed to implement these
proposals. 5

This example is sufficient to show that in trying to estimate

the volume of needs for social assistance, students should not always restrict their definitions of needs to those conditions or situations which
have already won institutional recognition within the society under study.
However, in moving beyond such culturally accepted needs to indicate others,
the researcher should indicate quite learly how

h~

departs from the

current social norms, together with his grounds for asserting collective
responsibility for any additional conditions that he regards as genuine
needs for social assistance.
Another implication of the preceding definition of individual
need for social assistance is that socially acknowledged needs ' may va:ry
with categories and conditions of persons:

for example, men do not need

maternity leave, adoption, or foster homes.

Problems arise when societies

disqualify certain categories of people for assistance, whether on grounds of
gender, race, religion, caste, class, :anguage or some other criteria, in
respect of specific cond.i tic!ls
social assistance.

t.Fh;
("_h c..·
r 1+; +1 0
••••--'••
- • • - - ..,...__

"'"""~n,.,_

...., ...,..,..,.....,..

--"'~

_,

VVV~CI.o.l.

ca.tego:Lies to

In such cases the student is advised to calculate

initially the incidence and volume of need recognised by the culture of
the dominant group as meriting social assistance for designated categories
of persons, and then, on the basis of survey data or other information, to
estimate the volume and incidence of identical or similar conditions in
other sectors of the population whose status the dominant group does not
regard as entitling them to social assistance.
Further, many subjectively defined and asserted 'needs • are
in our definition not prima facie needs for social assistance.

Conversely,
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many genuine and objective needs for social assistance may not be recognised

by those who have them, as, for example, by lunatics, by some illiterates,
and by many young women in certain societies such as Jamaica, who lack
information on fertility control.

We cannot therefore accept assertions

of individual need for social. assistance at face value, but must always
scrutinise individual conditions critically in the light of social and
cultural norms.
By social assistance, I mean such services, advice, information,
goods, credit or money provided by the state or by other social agencies
as may be necessary to relieve all those conditions of individual ignorance,
distress or deprivation which are culturally defined as justifying or
requiring remedial action by means and agencies that supplement the prevailing set of conventional social provisions, whatever these may be in
the particular society.

For example, · in most Western societies, such

conventional social provisions include, besides prisons and other corrective
institutions, hospitals, schools, the press and other news media, etc.
Under the preceding definition it is irrelevant whether or not the inaividual needs identified a.r-e normally satisfied. by soclal agencies, uiil(;ial
or private;

but clearly, if all these indi <fidual requirements were adequately

met, they would no longer exist as needs for social assistance.
In addition to the regular health and medical services, educational
institutions and sports facilities, though on rather different grounds,
the police, courts, probation service, approved schools, prisons and
ancillary facilities are all excluded from our survey on the ground that
they seek primarily to assure the security and welfare of society rather
than to satisfy individual needs for social assistance.

In effect such

structures and programs of 'social defence' are created, strengthened,
financed and elaborated to protect society against particular 'problems'
such as crime, juvenile delinquency, drug addiction, prostitution and the
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like, and thus give only secondary attention to the social needs of the
individual offender.

On these and cognate grounds, public provisions for

social defence fall outside the range of enquiries addressed to individual
needs for social assistance.

In the latter case, the individual's need

is the primary object of concern.
society as a collective order.

In the former, it is the welfare of
However, individuals needing fre.e or low-

cost legal aid to enable them to pursue or defend their legal rights in
civil or criminal matters, illustrate needs for social assistance in so
far as they cannot satisfy this need adequately with the resources at their
disposal.

In short, the critical reference point for identification of

needs for social assistance is the interest and welfare of the individual
and/or the family unit.
Conventional social provisions are clearly intended to satisfy
individual needs for various specific kinds of assistance, such as
education, whether in schools or in other educational institutions,
public health in hospitals, home nursing services, medical and dental
care, p11blic housing schemes, creches and day care centres, poor relief,
and other programs addressed to indigents or to the aged, the physically
handicapped, or certain other categories of the population.

~

~:cial

However,~~~~

survey, only those individuals and families who qualified for such
facilities but for

whate~er

reason have failed to secure access to

them, were regarded as exhibiting needs for the particular facilities
services they did not receive.

~~d

Thus in classifying as instances of need all

individuals and/or families who, though qualified and interested, had failed
to benefit from the prevailing social provisions intended to satisfy such
neads, our approach clearly designates the society and culture as the
decisive institutional frameworks for identification of personal conditions
as legitimate grounds for social assistance.

In effect, then, as regards

educational, medical and health services, and sports, for which official
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provisions already exist, only those eligible individuals who failed to
enjoy such facilities illustrate 'needs' of these kinds.

That is to say,

such cases i ndicate that the demand is in excess of the capacity of
current provisions.
Finally, on my definition, identical disabilities may illustrate
needs for social assistance in some individual cases but not in others.

Fbr example, two

individualj[~ medical

treatment for identical conditions;

but one may be able to purchase or provide such treatment himself while the
Clther may not.

Converse~y,

in a society most of whose members do not

take annual vacations, requests for holidays in Miami, Paris or elsewhere
should not be classified as needs for social assistance, however prevalent
such inclinations and practices may be among particular strata or ethnic
groups, there or elsewhere.
It will be clear from this discussion that the concept of need for
social assistance on which our enquiry is based distinguishes it sharply
from more familiar studies of social problems which derive their identities,
purpose and rationale from conceptions of the 'welfare' of the society to
which the study relates.

In such studies, th6 primaxy focus

and the ultimate aim of remedial action is the welfare of the society itself.

By contrast, in a study of needs for social assistance our primary

co~cern

is

the individual having such needs, and the ultimate aim is hopefully to
secure appropriate action by the society to anticipate and meet such needs
for its entire population as soon as conditions allow.

In other words, this

'social assistance' approach contrasts directly with the 'social problems'
approach to the study of societies and their conditions.
needs for assistance, the individual is of immediate and

In the study of
primar:~

concern,

while the welfare of society is treated as secondary and derivative.

In the
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study of social problems, society and its welfare are the immediate and
primary concerns, and the needs and welfare of individuals are contingent
and secondary.

This contrast is sufficient to indicate the methodological

differences, orientations and implications that distinguish studies of
social problems from studies of needs for social assistance.
In the Jamaican survey of 1975, which was designed to calculate
the total volume of needs for social assistance of various sorts for the
island's population over the preceding twelve months, the topics addressed
included needs for employment, for cash income, for land, for housing,
for literacy training, for vocational training, for health services for
adults and children;

the needs of the aged, the destitute and the handicapped

for provisions of various kinds;

the needs of individuals and families for

social insurance and protection;

the needs of children and of poor families

needing help with children;

the needs of adults for advice and facilities

for fertility control and family planning;
efficient free legal aid;

the needs of poor people for

and the needs of the uneducated, and especially

of rural folk, for information on current social services and provisions
available fer assistance and

reli~f

of Val'ious conditions.

Iul\:n.ma.l

assistance, typically by interpersonal transfers of aid in cash, kind or
services between the poor themselves, was also investigated for
with institutional provisions.

comp~ison

This catalogue omits many of the subtler

varieties of individual need for social assistance;

and though it concentrated

rather heavily on adults, the sur·"ey included most of the conditions that
are conventionally identified in Jamaica as 'social needs', with several
others, such as the need for employment, proper housing and old age assistance,
that then lay heavy on the public conscience as conditions that urgently
required remedial action by the society through its government.
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On the basis of the field survey mentioned above, which was
subject to several checks, I ascertained the incidence of need for various
types of social assistance among population categories distinguished first
as rural and urban, and then in either category by sex, age, generation,
and by occupational and employment status for the preceding twelve-month
period.

The relative urgency of different kinds of need in the rural and

urban populations was clearly indicated by their volumes and distribution
among individuals of differing sex, age, occupational class, employment
status, educational level, and so on.
Once the basis and status of the sample had been determined, it
, was possible to extrapolate from these survey uata to the nationai le~el,

I

'

and thus to estimate the orders of magnitude, if not the exact annual
volumes, of needs for social assistance of various types distributed across
the major regional, sex, generation and socio-economic categories of the
Jamaican people.

Such estimates immediately disclose the rough relative

ranking of different types of need in rural and urban populations by order
of magnitude, urgency, and by their

w~.der

implications for the society at

large, as for example in political, industrial, or medical spheres.
Such a profile of national needs for social assistance of diverse
types clearly invites a parallel compilation of current provisions by
government and voluntary agencies of manpower, money and other resources to
cope with the volumes of need identified for each

catego~'

of persons, in

order that the additional requirements may be identified and costed, as a
basis for further action in this sector.

The Provision of Social Services
Given the preceding calculations of needs for social assistance, the
next step then was obviously to try and determine as best one could the volume,
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structure, distribution and characteristics of all resources that had been
institutionally allocated during the preceding twelve months, i.e. 1974-5,
to cope with these various categories of need for assistance.

This inventory

was necessary in order to establish the number, nature, variety, geographical
and functional distribution, financial basis, staff complements and annual
costs of such services, together with the total number of clients each
agency had served in the preceding year, and the kinds of service it had
rendered.

Finally, I wished .to learn the bases, forms and levels ·of organi-

sation of these various

servic~

agencies and the patterns of their relations

with one another and with the public at large.

My enquirJ into these matters

accordingly took the form o:( an at tempted census and- in·1entory of all social
services, official and unofficial, which were operating in Jamaica in

1974,~

From each of these service agencies I sought to learn the relevant details
of its organisation, staff complements and qualifications, budget composition,
including data on the sources and sizes of contributions received, details
of branch operations and service outputs for 1974, together with the agency's
relations with other agencies, with various branches of government, with the
churches, and with the public at large, particularly with its afD_uent and
needy sectors.

In these enquiries I received assistance from the staff of

the National Planning Agency and from the Council of

Volunt~J

Social Jervices.

To both of these organisations I am deeply grateful:
The resulting compilation represented as nearly complete an
inventory as I could compile of institutional social services available in
Jamaica d~ing 1974~for clients with needs of the various kinds indicated
in the catalogue of topics covered by the survey questionnaire.

Given this

in'.-entory, it was possible to assess the adequacy of current provisions of
social assistance for current needs by matching, for each category of need,
the aggregated outputs of the various agencies against the estimated volumes

- 15 of individual needs revealed by the sample survey.
Ho~ever,

before we proceed to this comparison, various features

of the supply profile for the service sector merit attention.

Though

purely local in their particularities, it seems most unlikely that such
irrationalities in the structure of this service sector are unique to
Jamaica.

Hence their nature and variety may be of general interest.

Indeed, early in his Report, Sir William Beveridge remarks of Britain that
"social insurance and the allied services, as they exist today, are conducted
by a complex of disconnected administrative organs, proceeding on different
principles, doing invaluable service, but at a cost in money and trouble
and anomalous treatment of
fication."

6

i_~entical

problems for which there is no justi-

In Jamaica our inventory of these service organisations showed

that in 1974-5, of 105 currently active programs, 85 were 'voluntar;' and
directed by private parties, though variously dependent on public, i.e.
government, funds, for their survival.

The remaining twenty were statutory

and funded and directed exclusively by the government.

Of these

105

programmes, none had been established before 1870 and only six before 1900.
Of the latter, only one statutory program, that of poor relief and supervision, was undertaken by Government.

Indeed, throughout the period of

unchallenged colonial domination in Jamaica, the Board of Supervision and
Poor Relief program, both founded together in 1886, 'remained the sole
official agency concerned with social services and social welfare.

BJ

1940, when the movement for independence was well under way, the island had

JO

registered social service agencies, only one of which was run by the

government.
it~

Between 1940 and 1970, during which time the island achieved

political independence by a rather halting and devious route, another

62 service agencies were established, including 13 by the Jamaican government.
Between 1970 and 1974 another ten service agencies emerged, half of them
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official.

In other words, British colonial rule defined social services

for Jamaica, as foz!Eritain itself(aiid/

~' i •mo lother coloni~ as not

really the concern of the government, though perhaps of interest to
philanthropists, many of whom at that time were closely identified with
Nonconformist churches.

Thus, of 82 private or voluntary agencies in

Jamaica in 1974, 2) were church-based and church-administered, and of these,
ten were identified with the Salvation Armya

By contrast, as popularly

elected Jamaicans participated more actively in the island's government
~fter

1944, so too the government participated more actively in the pro-

vision of social services.
When we examine the distributions of Jamaican social services
in 1974 by area and by function, even without relating them to the parallel
profiles of needs for assistance of differing types, various disbalances
and irrationalities in the structure of the Jamaican social service sector
are immediately apparent.

For example, few of the 85 privately funded

voluntary services that were then active had multiple branches; " and even
fewer had active programs in rural areas at some distance from the

c~pital.

In other words, private or voluntary social services, which are the great
majority, are disproportionately concentrated in Kingston and its environs,
even·,thouth in 1974 over two-thirds of the Jamaican people lived in rural
areas.

By contrast, at that date, of 19 official programs, 11 were re-

presented in every parish of the island, and only four, namely the

~omen's

Bureau, the Adoption Board, the Industrial Training Board and the Vocational
Training Institute, were centred wholly in Kingston.

In general, as might

be expected, government programs sought to provide services for the

population as a whole, or for specified categories within it, wi1ile private
agencies, lacking comparable resources, offered less ambitious programs.
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To explore the overlaps and/or complementarities between public
and private provisions of services, these programs and service units were
classified into 22 categories by reference to their pri~ary purposes and/or
their target populations.

For example, units dealing with infants and

their parents were grouped together, but apart from those dealing with
young children, and both categories were separated from services intended
for children aged from 7 to 18 years.

Other categories distinguished

units and programs that catered specially for women, for the aged, for the
destitute, the unemployed, for adults in need of training, for illiterates
and semi-literates, for the handicapped, the.sick, for those needing im'

mediate material aid, for ex-prisoners and other offenders, for specific
ethnic groups, for depressed local areas, and for those ;ri th such special
I

interests or needs as legal aid, consumer advice, co-operatives, counselling
and public information, housing, and so on.
Given the relative inadequacy of both public and private sector
service provisions in relation to the estimated annual needs of the island's
population, even though these programs

~d

their resources were distributed

unequally by functions a.!'ld bet.-:een need.:,· C::l.tcgories of people, such anomalies
of organisation were less important than the large gaps between the volumes
of public need for social assistance

in~icated

by the sample survey, and

the services and resources actually available in 1974 to meet them.

Hore-

over, within the service sector, private and public programs enjoyed verJ
different levels of resources.

For example, in 1974, 57 of the island's

voluntary agencies together had a total income of J$).29 million, of which
J$1.25 million represented Government donations and other transfers.

By

contrast, 45 Government programs whose 1974 incomes are known h2-d an aggregate
of J$lH.J million in that fiscal year.

However, in 1974 with an average
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staff complement of 44.) each, the 57 voluntary agencies served approximately
288,000 clients at an average cost of J$7.6 per client, and had an average
of 122 clients per member of staff.
information from

35

It was possible to obtain comparable

of the official programs whose 1974 incomes were known.

With an average staff size of 415 and an estimated 1.15 million clients
served altogether in 1974, together these 35 official programs averaged
a ratio of 89.1 clients per staff member, and an outlay of $24.1 per client,
or rather more than three times the average of the private agencies, whose
l:atio of clients to staff .considerably exceeded that of the official programs
When the incomplete information available on the 1974 incomes
of other services is taken into account, it appears that over J$46 million
was spent on social services in Jamaica that year, 94% of this by government agencies.

J$46 million might seem a sizeable amount, but this was

only two per cent of the island's annual income in 197~
~

or, since ~most

of these funds were provided by Government, 6.J% of the government's

annual budget.

Accordingly, the division of labour and resources'between

public and private service agencies, and within the public sector, the
allocation of supervisory and service responsibilities, as well

a::;

rc-

sources of money and manpower, between different liiinistries, agencies and
statutory bodies, clearly merits detailed and continuous study to ens 1 1re
that the people and government of Jamaica receive the maximum benefit from
the considerable outlays of public funds which are annually made by Government to assist needy sectors of the population.

The fact that in aggregate

such provisions are woefully inadequate to satisfy the volume of needs to
which they are addressed, merely emphasises the importance and urgency of
examining critically and in detail the prevailing organisation of social
services, both private and public, and the prevailing patterns of resource

~
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allocation, bearing in mind the national profile of annual needs for social
assistance of different types derived from surveys of individual needs such
as that reported above.
Inevitably, given the history of private and public social
services in Jamaica and their unequal distributions by region, by function,
and by target population within the island, any study which seeks ·to maximise
the island's benefits from its annual expenditure on social services may be
expected to propose substantia! rearrangements of service programs and
functions within and between the public and private sectors, as well as
su.bstantial reallocations of resources by area, by type·. of program, and
perhaps to some degree between public and private sectors.
Any attempt to
rationalise the social servi.ces in the light of the known distributions and
volumes of needs for assistance of differing types will also involve greatly
changed working relations between the public and private service agencies,
and will probably entail many significant changes of aim, content and
organisation in the service programs themselves.

Horeover, any such effort

to raticnalise and improve Jamaican social services so as the more effectively
t.c meet

!<..!!o~-m

national needs for· the asslstance they provide, even without

significant increases in annual outlay, mU$t also include improved facilities
for trailling adequate numbers of specialised social service staff.

Conclusion
It is most unlikely, as implied above, that the approach and
argument of this paper are appropriate only in Jamaica, since almost ever]where the current

bo~v

of official and unofficial social services and agencies

has inevitably dev-eloped under the irrational pressures, opportunities and
constraints of historical circumstances, often in response to the interests
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of philanthropic groups and individuals, but never anywhere according to
any systematic plan grounded on a detailed
such services and provisions.

invento~J

of national needs for

Accordingly, to rationalise social service

proV'isions, it is first essential to frame some realistic ideas, however
tentative, of the nature, distribution and volume of national needs for such
assistance.

With the aid of such data, it should then be

possib~e

to

determine a rational order of priorities that should guide allocations of
resource between these competing demands, regionally, functionally, or as
necessary on other lines.

Only then, hopefully, may it be pos's ible to

outline a minimum schedule of targets for achievement at set periods . of
time, and only then perhaps will it be useful to .examine closely the
current organisation and financial provisions for social services in
sufficient detail to determine realistic alternative programs for their
reorganisation and expansion as the baSis for rational policy decisions on
this sector of national life in any country, metropolitan or 'developing'.
At that point, to meet these national needs and targets, alternative
development plans should be
ar.d resource

projects.

construc~ed,

using alternative time-frames

dllccatic~inLeg<'-'titW -

with other1 income-generating

The requisites and implications of these competing models should

be precisely identifiedb facilitate

~heir

critical comparison and evaluation

along several dimensions which would include feasibility, social and political
priorities, demographic projections, including changes in the labour force,
unemployment rates, expected growth in the GDP and in government revenues
over the planning period.
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